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and management. This framework uses the self-registry method to add new metadata into the system, and all the metadata information related with the equipment can be extracted and register to the central server. The FEDC uses the SRB technique to manage the data distributed in different kinds of field station, and we transmit part of the data in the field station to the central server, and register the metadata of other files to the central server. In this framework, we use the GIS technique to visualize the status of the equipments, so that we can know whether the equipments are working normally or not, and we also can know the status of all equipments just by looking at the map. We believe that this framework will be a useful framework applicable to many other large scale sensor network projects. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 shows some related projects similar to ChinaFlux. Section 3 describes the framework and related techniques, and finally we give conclusions.



Abstract— In the field ecological data collection process, lots of heterogeneous data are generated by equipments which are composed of hundreds to thousands of sensors and cameras and it is a big challenge to collect and manage these data. In this paper, we proposed a five layer framework named FEDC which can be used in the field ecological data collection and management. FEDC is a hybrid-distributed framework with some distributed properties, and it also has scalable, real-time and self-adaptive abilities. It successfully used in the ChinaFlux [1] project and the result shows that the FEDC framework has a good performance in managing and transmitting the field ecological data. Keywords: semi-distributed transportation; data collection; data management.



I. INTRODUCTION The Chinese Terrestrial Ecosystem Flux Research Network (ChinaFLUX) [1] is a long-term national network of micrometeorological flux measurement sites that measure the net exchange of carbon dioxide, water vapor, and energy between the biospheres. The ChinaFLUX network includes 8 observation sites (10 ecosystem types) and encompasses a large range of latitudes (218570N to 448300N), altitudes, climates and species. It relies on the existing Chinese Ecosystem Research Network (CERN), fills an important regional gap and increases the number of ecosystem types in FLUXNET. The 8 observation sites located in different parts of China and their network conditions are always very bad. There are lots of equipments which used to collect different kinds of data in these observation sites. One of the biggest challenges involving in managing these kinds of system is the human efforts to configure, deploy and monitor the thousands of heterogeneous equipments. We need to manage such heterogeneous data generated by these sensor equipments and transmit them to the central server. The traditional methods to dispose these data are by manual operation. When the experts need the data, they are mailed to the experts to preserve and analyze through the internet network, and it’s very low efficient and the experts always can’t get the data at the right time. We proposed such a framework named FEDC which can be used to collect, transport, manage and analyze the data generated in the field ecological data collection. It is a semi-distributed architecture and also stable for ecological data collection 978-0-7695-3752-8/09 $25.00 © 2009 IEEE DOI 10.1109/IHMSC.2009.110



II. RELATED WORKS In recent years, there are lots of projects related to the data collection and environment monitor. Such as The Realtime Observatories, Application, and Data management Network (ROADNet) [2], The National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON), Ocean Research Interactive Observatory Networks (ORION) [3], and USArray [4]. Some of these projects use data grid technology to transmit and manage the data, such as images, videos, and other data generated in the field ecological data collection. Because It doesn’t have good network condition in some field stations, and it needs to transmit some of the data to the central server located in BeiJing through a long distance internet network in ChinaFLUX project, so using the data grid technology can’t solve all the problems and get a good performance in this project. We proposed the semidistributed FEDC framework and the results proved that it successfully improved the efficiency and performance in the field data collection and management. III. OVERVIEW OF FEDC The FEDC framework is composed of five layers, data collection layer, data transportation layer, data management layer, data analysis layer, and data visualization layer. 409
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A.



Data Collection There are two kinds of data in ChinaFlux project; one is called flux data generated by lots of sensors including co2 , h2 o sensors; the other one is the video data generated



by camera installed in the field station. All the flux data sensors in the field station are connected with equipment called LoggerNet [5]. The LoggerNet server stores the data in a cache and writes data to ASCII files. Datalogger is used to acquire and process the data collected from the various sensors. Every field station has several cameras to monitor the growth status of some plants and the environment change in the field station. The video data can be divided into two categories, the real-time video data which needs to transmit to the central server and the backup data which stored in the field station server. There are several objects need to monitor every time, but we just have limited cameras. Some plants which change a little so that don’t need to store every video frame in every second. In FEDC, we set a timer for every object, and when the timer happens, the data collection module sends a command to the camera and the camera will rotate itself to focus this object, get a picture of the object’s current status and store them in the filed station server.



Figure 1. The FEDC framework overview



Data Collection collecting the data stores them to the project, these data
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layer is responsible for sensors and cameras and server. In the ChinaFlux and heat fluxes between



vegetation and the atmosphere in typical Chinese ecosystems and some video data generated by cameras. We use the application programming interface provided by the equipment company to connect to these equipments and get the data, then store them into the field station server. Data Transportation Layer. Lots of data need to transmit to the central server to preserve and analyze, and data management is also based on this layer, so the data transportation layer is the core of the FEDC framework. The data transportation layer can be divided into two parts, one part is responsible for the real-time transportation, and the another part is for data transportation between the field stations.



B.



Data Transportation We define C as the central server located in Beijing, S as the sensor, camera or other equipments, and T as the field station server located in the field station. Central Servers (C). In ChinaFlux project, the central server is located in Beijing and responsible for data analysis and visualization. The data which transmitted to the central server is composed of some sensor data and huge amount of video data. Because most of these data are real-time data, so it will be a big burden for the central server to dispose these data, especially stream the video data to the web users. The central server is the core of the general FEDC framework, and if it emerges any problems, the whole process of field ecological data collection will fail to work. So in order to increase the stabilities, the central server is composed of several servers which have different kinds of responsibilities in FEDC.



Data Management Layer. Some of the data collected from the sensors and cameras need to transmit to the central server, but some don’t need. We need a layer to manage the data stored both in the observation server and central server. These data are semi-distributed in different kinds of field stations, and the central server is the central node in this semi-distributed network. To get better efficiency of data management, we use the SRB technique to manage these semi-distributed data in FEDC framework.



Control Server. The control server is responsible for distributing the data to the data server and streaming server, and sending the control command to the observation server to control the sensor and camera equipments. Data Server. The data server is used to do some data backup work. There is a central database in the data server, and all the data transmitted from the field station server is stored in this database. Streaming Server. Because it needs to observe the ecological environment and equipments in field station in real-time, so we have a streaming server to stream the realtime data transmitted from the field station server to the users, included the web users and the scientists.



Data Analysis Layer. The purpose of collecting the data is for analyzing and visualization. This module use some data mining and mathematical methods to do some data analysis, so that the results can be used to show to scientists and other users in the ecological research area. Data Visualization Layer. There are lots of flux data and video data which are collected in real-time. We use some web and streaming media technologies to visualize the data and show them to the users, including the web users and other users who need the results.
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Web Server. Lots of our techniques including the GIS, the real-time video and flux data visualization are based on this server. Observation Server (T). In ChinaFlux project, sensor and camera equipments are mainly managed by the server which named field station server located in field station. It connects with all the equipments through a local area network and this can assure that all the data can transmit to the observation server through the LAN steadily and quickly. Because not all the data need to transmit to the central server, so there are lots of data are stored in the observation server, which can be used in the future. The Data Transportation. The observation server T collects the data including the flux data and video data generated by sensors or cameras(S) through the local area network. If the data is real-time data and needs to transmit to the central server, the observation server connects to the central server, and sends the data to the central server. The data which don’t need to transmit to the central server will be stored in the observation server so that it can be used in the future. We also can control the equipments by sending some commands to them from the central server. The central server sends the commands to the observation server T, and then T redirects the command to the equipment S, and S will respond according to different kinds of commands which sent from the central server.



Figure 2. Data Management Architecture in FEDC



1) Metadata Registry and Location In the FEDC framework, all the metadata information will be registered in the metadata database located in the central server so that every query just needs to send to the central server, and it will return the results every quickly. In order to register all the metadata [8] in the central server, we proposed a metadata self-registry method in the FEDC framework. To accomplish the metadata self-registry, we need to do three steps as below. a) Extract the metadata. Every data file has its own metadata information and this information exists in their file name, file attribute, and other related objects. We use a module to extract all the metadata related to the file in the FEDC framework.



C.



Data Management There are two kinds of data, the data stored in the central server and the data stored in the observation server. Data collection module collects the camera and sensor data from the camera and sensor equipments. If the data don’t need to transmit to the central server, they will be stored in the field station server database. To manage these heterogeneous data located in different field stations, we use the SDSC Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [6] technique to manage them. SRB is client-server middleware that provides a uniform interface for connecting to heterogeneous data resources over a network and accessing unique or replicated data objects and in conjunction with the Metadata Catalog (MCAT) provides a way to access data sets and resources based on their logical names or attributes rather than their names and physical locations. Irods [7] is middleware based on the SRB technique, and we use it to manage the heterogeneous data distributed in different field station in the FEDC framework. We need to manage two kinds of data, equipment status monitor data and data generated by sensors and cameras in ChinaFlux project. We have an iRods iCAT server in the central server node, and each field station has an iRods data server which used to index all the data in the field station server. The iCAT is the iRODS CATalog, stored in a database using a DataBase Management System (DBMS). The basic architecture of data management of FEDC is described by figure 2.



b) Ingest metadata. The metadata must be organized into special format so that it can be registered in the central server. c) Commit metadata. When the metadata is in a format that the iRods server can accept, we use the micro-services which are small, well-defined procedures/functions that perform a certain task in the iRods, to register the metadata into the irods iCAT server. 2) Resource Location All the data information in the central server and field stations are stored in the metadata database in central iRods server. The query is as below. Step1, the user asks for data. The user sends the query to the central server S to get the data information, including its location and metadata information. Step2, data request goes to SRB Server. The central server S process the query sent by user and redirect the query to the SRB server to get the results. Step3, SRB Server looks up information in database. When the SRB server gets the queries, it will query its metadata database to see whether the metadata information of the query data is there, and then tell the central server S which field station server has the data.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS



Step4, get the data from field station server. After get the query results, the central server will return the results to the user U, and the user can send the request to the field station server T according to the query results from central server. If the user has the enough rights, the field station server T will send the data to the user.



In this paper, we proposed a framework named FEDC which can be used in large scale field ecological data collection for the ChinaFlux project. This framework can be used to manage and transmit heterogeneous data generated by different kinds of collection equipments. We implemented the data collection layer, transportation layer, management layer, analysis and visualization layer in FEDC framework, and every layer has different kinds of tasks in the field ecological data collection, and the result shows that it has good performance in field ecological data collection and management.



D. Data Analysis and Visualization After we have transmitted the data to the central server, we do some analysis based on the data stored in the central server database. In FEDC framework, we used GIS technique to visualize the monitor data, and some flash charts to visualize the real-time flux data. Figure 3 shows that results of using the flash chart to show the real-time wind speed and co2 flux data, and figure 4 shows that
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using the map to visualize the status of local area network in the field station.
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Figure 3. The real-time visualization of flux data.
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Figure 4. The visualization of monitor data.
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